Resolved:
A Chronicle of Technical Services

Week of April 3-8\textsuperscript{th}

I know it has been a bit longer than it should have been since you have been updated on happenings in Technical Services/Cataloging. Much of the delay has been caused by our annual authority updating cycle. Once a year, we copy our bibliographic record file and send it out for processing. I worked with Hongfei and Erik Mallory to “tighten” the profile of the file this year (we did not want to pay for authority control processing for records for books on order, withdrawn titles, etc.) Cataloging was also engaged in last minute clean up before the file was transmitted (Connie and I removed over 4,000 “bad” records) – so I fell behind on other commitments. Sorry…

\textbf{E-Journals removed from the OPAC (We have lost rights to the title)}

IEEE Transactions on Audio (Online)

IEEE Transactions on Audio and Electroacoustics (Online)

IRE Transactions on Audio (Online)

JAMA (Online)
We really do not have access through Serials Solutions, although a record had loaded.

Mathematics and computers in simulation (Online)

Transactions of the IRE Professional Group on Audio (Online)

**E-Journals Added to the OPAC:**

Thanks to Ted Naylor, access to the following online federal document publications is now available from the OPAC:

Access Newsletter / National Biological Information Infrastructure
Acclimations / U.S Global Research Program
ACCP Notes / Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce
AnthroNotes / Museum of Natural History
APG News /Aberdeen Proving Ground, US Army
Biological Conservation Newsletter / National Museum of Natural History
Bond Teller / US Department of the Treasury
Bonneville Power Administration Journal / Bonneville Power Administration
Chemical and Biological Defense (CBIAC) Newsletter / Chemical and Biological Defense Information Analysis Center
Coastal Connections Newsletter / NOAA
Conservation Update / US Dept. of Energy
Economic Development News and Views / Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
Environmental Energy Technologies Division News / Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Executive Update / Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
Federal Air Surgeon’s Medical Bulletin / FAA
Financial Industry Issues / Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas
Greener Roadsides / Federal Highway Commission
Healthy Animals / USDA
Park Paleontology Newsletter / US Park Service
Personnel Recovery Newsletter / Dept. of Defense
Profitwise News and Views / Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
Sea & Shore Magazine / US Navy
Torch Magazine / US Air Force
TransForum / Argonne Natl Laboratory
TransTech / Argonne Natl Laboratory
Volunteer Monitor / EPA
Water Talk / EPA Pacific Northwest
Wildland Waters Newsletter / USDA Forest Service

(Ted is working on document periodical/serial titles that have been changed to electronic format)

Serials that have died or been discontinued:

Advances in Magnetic and Optical Resonance (publisher has discontinued)

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach edition

It appears based on the publisher notification that the series one has been canceled after volume 18. No comment was made on the status of series 2, so it may still be active. Blackwell will notify us if they receive updated information.

COLT Membership Directory (Council on Library Media Technicians – publisher has discontinued)

On T.R.A.C.K.S

This was a small publication issued by the Kansas Department of Wildlife and Parks. The information previously included in the publication
is now part of the departmental website. We have added a link to the website, but the print publication is closed now.

Treatise on Materials Science and Technology (publisher has discontinued)

**E-Books added to the OPAC:**

Building a Better Delivery System: A New Engineering (access from NAP)

Catalyzing Inquiry at the Interface of Computing and Biology (access from NAP)

Dietary Reference Intakes for Energy, Carbohydrate, Fiber, Fat, Fatty acids, Cholesterol, Protein and Amino Acids (access from NAP)

Integrating Employee Health: A Model Program for NASA (access from NAP)

Public financing and delivery of HIV/AIDS care: securing the legacy of Ryan White (access from NAP)

WIC Food Packages: Time for a Change (access from NAP)

**URLs added/corrected:**

None this time…

**“Newsworthy” sites added to the OPAC:**

ARL Annual Salary Survey
Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education

With the 2005 revision, the Foundation “undertook a thorough reassessment of its classification system” and “the single classification system was replaced by multiple parallel classifications”. The record links to the NEW format.

**Other Updates:**

Many of you have received a previous message – but we have changed the color of the Reference Decision Slip from a pale green to a bright yellow. This new color is easier to find on the black trucks.

“Little magazine” bibliographic records were updated so you have a consistent subject heading of “Little magazines – Periodicals”. We currently have 111 titles which have been assigned this subject.

Records with Willa Cather Scholarly Edition series have been updated.

Sai is continuing to make good progress with cataloging of the Kindrick collection materials.

Susan is working with electronic theses/dissertations (received from ProQuest).

The processing backlog has been reduced dramatically thanks to the combined efforts of Joan, Laurie, Diane, Susan, and Ted. (Who were all working with processing while upgraded wiring was being installed at their workstations.)